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A-6. Calculus Fundamentals.! Mathematics, like thermodynamics,
is a discipline based upon postulates and definitions; if the postulates and
definitions are not thoroughly understood, little progress will be made
in either subject. In this review, emphasis is laid upon certain aspects
of the calculus that are often misunderstood and that are of importance
in the study of thermodynamics. (But it should be remarked that the
pure mathematician would quarrel with several of the statements to -follow
on the grounds that they are too restrictive for his purposes.}
a. Set. A collection of particular things.
In this text set will refer specifically to numbers: set of numbers between 3 and 5,
for example.

6. Variable.

A quantity which can take on any of the numbers of some set.

Thus, the name variable may designate a "point" quantity such as x, or an incremental quantity suf h as Ax, or a quantity <Tiven by a complicated formula.

c. Function. A rule (or formula) which yields a single^ value y for
each value x of a set D.
The variable x is called the independent variable since its value is
selected at will from the set D; the variable y is called the dependent
t This review is necessary since there is no single text that can be used as a reference
(and many of the current texts in applied mathematics are misleading).
J And where two or more values migV appear (as in, for example, y2 = x ) , the
restriction is preserved by specifying the range of the variable y under study, for
example, y = -f- -\/x. Thus, it is redundant (but not undesirable) to specify singlevalued functions.
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variable since its value depends upon the value assigned to x. The sou D
is called the domain of the function (or the range of the variable x). The
range of the variable y is the set of values yielded by the function.
The dependence of y upon x diet red by the function, has led to the
practice of loosely calling y a function of x: A variable y is said to be a
function of another variable x (or of several other variables, x\, Xz, . . .) if
a single definite value (of y} is obtained for each value assigned to the variable
x (or for eacn set of values assir,/>ed to the several va-lables, x\, xz, . . .)•
Note that the definition of a function agrees with what the pure mathematicians call a "single-valued function." But as Monger 2 points out:
The general concept of a many-valued "unction is physically useless; moreover,
it is also unimportant in the elements 01 mathematics. In calculus we differentiate and integrate exclusively one-valued functions and even in the theory of
complex functions we study only a very limited class of many-valued functions.
The results of most experiment;;' work yield functions given by tabulated data
(for example, the Steam Tables, or the temperature-time report in the newspaper)
although in the classroom functions are usually presented in equational form (such
as y = x2). The functional relationship in all cases can be symbolically indicated by
an equation,
y = .,'(•£)
Here y is the dependent variable since its value is fixed by the function / operating
upon the independent variable x; conversely, x is the independent variable since its
value is arbitrarily assigned. Another symbolism is

V = 2/0)
wherein the symbol / is replaced by y for the function. The inverse function is shown
by the notation
x = F(y)
or
x = z(y)
and the roles of dependent and independent variables are interchanged (and by so
doing a restriction may need to be added; see the second footnote on page 478).
It should also be noted that the mathematician uses different symbols for different
functions,
V = j(r)

V = F(L}

whereas the engineer and the physicist use the same symbol for functions of identical
meaning,
V = V(r}
V = V(L]
In thermodynamics, the variables include quantities such as temperature, pressure,
and specific volume. Then, when we say that a property is a function of other properties, we mean that when values are assigned, say to specific volume and temperature, one and only one value is four.J for pressure,
p = f(v,T)
d. -Limit.

or

p = p(v,T)

The symbols

lii.: -f(x) = A

or

f(x) —> A as x - - a
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stand for the statement: The limit of f(x) as x approaches a (by any
arbitrary sequence) is A. This means that the values of f(x) can be
made to be as close to .1 as desired, provided that x is taken to be sufficiently close to a.
For example, if the function is a;2 and x approaches 2, the limiting value of 4 is
approached by x2 a?' x approaches 2 from Cither direction. In this instance, the function actually attains the value of 4 (when x = 2). On the other hand, a function
such as (sin x)/x has the limit 1 as x approaches zero, but, strictly speaking, it can
never reach this value since, at x = 0, (sin x)/x = % and division by zero has no
meaning.
Theorem. If the fraction f(x}/F(x) assumes fie indeterminate forr. % or oo/oo
when x = a, then

-; F(X)

-; F'(X)

provided that the latter limit exists (if, after separate differentiation of each function,
the fraction retains the indeterminate form, the procedure can be repeated as many
times as necessary).
Theorems. If two functions have the limits A and B,
iim /(x) = A

lim F(x) = B

wherein A and B can have any finite values, it follows that
lim [/(x) + F(x)} -A+B

(a)

lim [/(x) • F(x)] = AB

(b)

lim [C •/(*)] = CA

(c)

x—>a

iim ^j^ = -p

(provided that B 7* 0)

(d)

a;—>a

For example, it is an experimental fact that
7? V1
\) = a
(at constant T)
fRT

p-»0 ( P

(e)

/

Then from (6), above, as p approaches zero,
p(— - t>)-> Ba = 0(«) = 0
or
or
or

RT - pv^ 0
pv-> tfT1
l^-*1

(71 = C)
(T7 = C)

(/)

(T = C>0)

(g)

One cannot, however, work backward: (/) can not be put into the form of (e), for
example.
The symbolism should b? carefully noted: When lim is shown, the equals sign is
x—»a

used; when limit as x approaches a is not a part of the formula, the approach symbol (—>) is used.
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e. Continuity. A function f(x) is continuous at a point x = a if:
1. The limit of f(x) as z approaches a exists (assumes some unique
finite value).
2. This limit is equal to the value of /(a),
lim f(x) — /(a) = finite number
x—»

Throughout this text, only regions where functions are everywhere continuous (and
single-valued) are studied. Continuity in a region implies that the curve or graph of
the function in that region is an unbroken line or surface (and the derivative of the
continuous function will also be continuous in that region if the unbroken line or surface is smooth—has no sharp point or cusp where the derivative fails to exist^.

/. Infinity. A function such as I/a:2 is discontinuous at x = 0 because,
as x approaches this value, the value of the function I/a:2 increases without limit. The function is said ft Iccome infinite or i : approach infinity.
Infinity is a word with several implications. One meaning is that given
any number, say 109, a function such as I/a:2 gets and stays bigger than
109 when x\s sufficiently small. The other meaning (which really
deserves a, separate name) c.escribes the number of objects in a set, say
the set of terms in a series which is not finite: there is an infinity (or an
infinite collection) of terms.
To the practic.,1 engineer, infinity n -.resents the realm bey.^id the precision of his
measurements. Thus, when theory demands an infinity of terms in a series or an.
infinity of heat reservoirs to enable heat to be reversibly transferred at, say, constantly
increasing temperature, we can inquire as to the required precision. Then we need
supply only a few terms of a series (two or three are not unusual) or a few heat reservoirs to obtain answers valid wivun the precision of ou/ measurements.

g. Infinitesimal. An infinitesimal is a variable which at some stage of
the discussion is allowed to approach zero as its limit.
Note that an infinitesimal is not, nco^sarily, a very small quantity. A variable
Ax, for example, may be called an infinitesimal even though its value is relatively
large; the crux of the matter is that at some stage of the discussion Ax must be allowed
to approach zero.

h. Derivative. A derivative is not the div^ion of A?/ by A.i; when
Aa: = 0 since division by zero has no meaning; it is the limiting value of
the ratio A?//Aa: when Aa: approaches zero by any arbitrary sequence.
i. Maxima, Minima, and Inflection Points. Draw a graph of y versus
x with maxima, minima, and inflection points. Noic that points where
dy/dx = 0 locate maxima, minima, and certain inflection points (locate
points where the tangent becomes horizontal). Points where d*y/dx2 = 0
may be inflection points (points where the tangent reverses the direction
in which it turns) (decide whether this requirement, a necessary requirement, is also sufficient; test, for example, y = a:4).
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j. Differential.
The increment of the dependent variable is a function
of increments of the independent vaiv.ibles (usually a complicated function involving powers higher than the first) . But the differential of the
dependent variable (called an exact, or total, or complete differential) when it
exists is defined as the linear part of the function (the principal part of the
increment],
dy = -rjt Ax

(A-4a)

dz\A

dz ss — ) Ax -r- —- ) Ay

dxjy

(A-5o)

dyjx

Nothing in the definitions requires Ax or Ay to be small! The differential
is a linear function of Ax (nr Ax and Ay) and is particular to a point — the
point where dij/dx [or dz/0x)v and dz/dij)x] is evaluated — and Eqs. (A-4a)
and (A-5a) describe the various functions at different points.
As further definitions, the differentials of the independent variables are
declared equal to "heir increments: thus Eqs. (A-4a) and (A-5a) are
usually written as
dy = ^-dx

(A-46)

Q>X

dz\

7

dz = — ) dx + — . dy

,.

M

(A-56)

It is a theorem that Eqs. (A-46) and (A-56) hold whether or not x in Eq. (A-4o)
and x, y in Eq. (A-5a) are the independent variables [that is, whether dx (or dx and
dy) is the differential of a dependent or ar independent variable]. But this fact
does not dispute the fundamental definitions [Eqs. (A-4a) and (A-5a)]. [The student
usually concludes, quite erroneously, that Eqs. (A-46) and (A-56) are something pertaining to infinitely small changes, quite forgetting that Eqs. (A-4a) and (A-46) are
the exr : t equivalents and wi*:1. Ax and Ay assuming values as large as we please.]

k. Relationships among Partial Derivatives. In many instances, the
independent variables are themselves functions of other variables.
Suppose that z = z'r.y), while x = x(u,v^ and y = y(u,w); then an increment Aw,
at constant w, will have corresponding increments in z, x, and y,
= -- )
dxjy

Ax + ~ ) Ay + e Ax + ri Ay

(a)

vyjx

Equation (a) can be divided ' <y Au,

Az _ dz\
Au

dz\

dx/y Au

Ax
dy/x Au

Ay
Au

Au

As Au approaches zero as its limit, by definition of a derivative,
„.

...

dz\ dz\e variables:

du/w

<Jx/y au/w

•— )

= — I -r- I

H

)

ay/x ou/w

since both e and TJ become zero, when Au becomes zero. The partial derivatives dz/d.x)v
and ds/Oy^x are constants in this limiting process dnce they are the values of the

)
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derivatives at the point where the limit is reached ; they are not related to Ax, Ay, or
Au.
For the case where x = x(y,w), the foregoing steps could be modified by dividing
by Ay at constant w to yield, finally,
I?

.

dz\ dz\r variables:
dy/w
<J. Jy d y / w

U1

— I = —IT-)

+ T- 1

dyjx

Equations (A-6) are readily memorized by noting that they are equivalent to the
basic equation (A-56) with apparent division by du}w or dy)*,, etc.
Consider again the case of (a) above, where z = z ( x , y ) , x = x(u,w~), y = y(u,w).
But now z can be written as a function of u, w, which ure the independent variables.
By Eq. (A-5a),
dz = 2?}
^u + —
du/w
dw
,

dy

dx\

=

dujw

dx

AU +

All,

(d)

The questions then arise: In the equation
dz = ^} dx+

ay

(A-56)

what interpretation should be given to the differentials dx and dy? Are the increments Ax and Ay associated with A?i and Aw? To answer these questions, multiply
(c) by dz/dx)v aad (d) by dz/dy)x and ..ud the two together,
^L\ = T — ^ — ^

dX/y

dy/x

4-—^ — ^ 1
\_dxjydujw

dy/xdu/w]

dx
Upon applying Eq. (A-6a) to the right-hand side of the equation, it is found that
dz\

. dz\

dz\

dz\

— 1 dx -\ ay = — ) Aw + — 1 Aw
Then, by (6), both sides of the above equation must equal dz,
dz\
dx/y

. dz\

dz\
dy/x

"

dz\z = — ) dx + — ) dy = —- ) AM + —-

.

du/w

dw/u

The conclusion follows that Eq. (A-56) holds whether or not x and y are in -epcndent
variables [but not Eq. (A-5a)]. Thus, the differentials dx and dy are equal to the
increments Ax and Ay only for the "special" case where x and y are the independent
variables.
Formulas can be derived to facilitate calculation of partial 'Icrivatives from implicit
functions. Consider, first,
u = F(x,y,z)
Then,f by Eq. (A-56),
dF ,

, dF ,

, BF ,

t Here the symbol F is introduced to stand for the function F(x,y,z] in place of the
symbol u.
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where the differentials dx, dy, and dz are simply increments since x, y, and z are all
independent variables. For the case where u is a constant, du = 0, and either x, y,
or 2 can become the dependent variable. Upon selecting 2, by Eq. (A-5a),
,
dz
dz
dz = — Ax — — Ay
dx
dy

(/)

When (/) is substituted into (e) with du = 0 (and x and y as the independent variables),
A +, *-F Ay
A +, —
**" (/ —
dz Ax
A
— Ax
—,
dx
Oy
dz \dx
rdF
dF dz~|
, fdF , dF
dF

and

^ ~dxTJL -T"
dx + dz

A : c

d2 Ay
A \
—
I = 0
dy
/
dzl

+LT"2/- + Tdz- T
dy"J A 2 / = 0

Since Ax and Ay are independent variables, each bracketed quantity must be zero to
satisfy the equation; therefore,
dFN
dxjy

I
{

and similarly for dz/dy)x. Equation (A-7) is the tool that enables a particular derivative to be easily obtained from an implicit function of the variables.
When the foregoing analysis is repeated, but with x selected as the dependent variable, the reciprocal o ' Eq. (A-7) is obtained. This shows (what ceems self-evident)
that the partial derivatives can always be inverted if the same variable is held constant,
\-} *0~|
\.dzjy

similar to Eq. (A-7).

\h of the three derivatives

(A-8)
dy/dz)x, dz

When the three equations are multiplied together,

._.
...
Three variables:

dy\\\. ...
~-} — } -7- } = -1
dz/x dx/y

f j Iz

(A-9)

It is well to note that partial derivatives and total derivatives differ in one important
respect: the total derivative, which is the limit of a ratio, is also equal to the ratio of
two differentials; the partial derivative, however, although it, too, is the limit of a
ratio, Cannot be picked ap:<;t as a ratio of differentials. Consider the product
— j — 1 • Here, if dx is construed to be the same quantity in both terms, cancellation would yield + — ) and this answer has the wrong sign [Eq. (A-9)].
Consider that x = ./' y,w), by Eq. (A-56),

And if y = y(z,w)
dy =

A2 +

*w

By substituting (h} into (g) (and considering that 2 and w are independent),
,
dx

dx\y
- dy)w Tz

. r.V\ dx

(h)
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But x is also a function of z and w,
j

dx\

dx\

dx = — ) Az + — ) Aw
OZ/w

, ..

0)

OW/t

Since z and w are independent variables, the coefficients of Az and Aw in (i) and (j)
must be equal. [The Aw terms will yield Eq. (A-66).] For the As terms,
dx\\

dy/w

dz/w

or

Four variables:

—) ~ ) —

=1

(A-10)

Equations (A-9) and (A-10) are easily memorized by noting the apparent cancellation of the parts of the derivatives: if the variables held constant all differ (and there
are three variables", then the product is — 1; if only one variable is held constant (and
there are four variables), the product is +1The partial derivatives can be differentiated a second time to obtain the second
partial derivatives,
JL^-J^
dx dx
dx2

d dz _ dzz
c^ ~)y
dy2

and the second cross partials,
d dz

d*z

d dz

dzz

dx dy

dx d-;i

dy dx

dy dx

If all derivatives concerned are continuous in the interval considered, then the cross
partials are equal and so the order of differentiation is immaterial.
I. Line Integrals and Inexact Differentials.
Whenever an integration is made over
or along a curve in space, the integral is called a line integral. Consider an integral of
the form
r '",y)t

/(x,y) dx

(a)

and note that integration cannot be pc. .'ormed until the var::, :>le y is specified. Bv.t
specifying a particular function y = F(x) defines a particular curve in the xy plane
and therefore requires that the integration is to be performed along this curve. That
this statement is true can be seen by reversing the procedure. Let y = F(x) be a
smooth curve in the xy --/lane, and let/(x,7/) be defined along this curve with end points
(X,T/)I and (x,?/)2. By dividing the curve into ?. increments Ax< and fii.vang corresponding values of f ( x , y ) , a sum can be obtained,
1 = 71

I

Ax»

If the limit of this sum (as n becomes infinite and the largest Ax< approaches zero)
exists (as it does for continuous functions), it is, by definition, the integral (a); hence
the name, line integral.
The value of the line integral depends, in general, not only upo.. the end points,
but also on the curve (or path) y — F(x).
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Once the equation of the path is substituted into (a), the integral contains only one
variable,

Now (b) can be viewed as the area contained between the new curve y = f[x,F(x)]
and the x axis from x\o Xi. Note, too, that integrals of the form of (6) could be
called line integrals of the function f[x,F(x)} taken along a curve which is the x axis.
The general form of the line integral is
JM dx + N dy

(c)

(where M, N are functions of x, y), and this definition can be extended to any number
of variables. As before, the line integral is evaluated over a definite path, and an
infinity of paths are available for use. In general, in passing from one point (x,y)i
to another point (x,y)z by one path, and then returning to the original point by a
second path, the value of the line integral over this dosed path need not be zero. If
it is zero for all closed paths in the region considered, then (c) is independent of the
connecting path and therefore defines a (Vngle-valued) function of (x,y), say z(x,y).
Under these conditions, it can be shown that M = dz/dx and N — dz/dy, and therefore the differentialf dz is M dx + N dy.
Conversely, if the value of the line integral over a closed path is not zero, then the
quantity M dx + N dy is not the differential of a function of x and y. In such cases,
by analogy with Eq. (A-5t>;, we define quantitio- linear in dx and dy to be inexact
differentials,
Sz = /i(x,y)dx + fz(x,y}dy
z ^ f3(x,y)
(A-ll)
The inexactness is signaled by symbols such as 8. The crux of the distinction, of
course, is that z cannot >e described by the note' 'on z = f(x,y): no sing<e value is assignable
to z for each set of values of x and y.
Terms such as
fi(x,y} dx

and

fi(x,y] dx + fz(x,y) dy

can be called Pfaff, or Pfajjian, differential forms.
Pfaffian as an equation

The mathematician may show the

dQ = /i(x,j/) dx + /2(z,y) dy

(d)

where dQ is merely a symbol for the PfafHr : n.—a shorthand notation. Since (d) is a
characteristic form of many differential equations, the name Pfaffi-an equation is
usually reserved for the equation obtained by setting (d) equal to zero,
M dx + N dy = 0

A particular case of Eq. (A-ll) occurs frequently in thermodynamics (-ee page 107),
Sz = f(x,y) Ax

(e)

which corresponds in content to (a) above. That z is an inexact differential is immediately apparent since (e) does not correspond to the defining equations for an exact
f Strictly speaking, the dx and dy in the expression for dz are not the same quantities
as those appearing in the integrand of fM dx + N dy, but it can be shown that it is
legitimate to identify them as such. The situation is analogous to the identification
of the differential dx with .ne dx in //(x) dx. I- ihe latter case, the proof that the
identification can be made is the theorem on integration by substitution.
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differential [Eq. (A-5a) or (A-5:/]. Now, even thou.L a transformation is nade to
eliminate the variable y [as in (6) above], the symbol 6 is retained to warn, as before,
that z is not a single-valued function of x and y.
Equations such as (e) are rarely encountered in elementary mathematics. Rather,
the quantity to be evaluated is shown by a symbol selected from the physical picture
at hand and applied to the line integral. Thus, -uhe work done by a fo.oe is introduced
as
W = //(i,r,) dx
and the symbol W avoids the connotation of (e) by avoiding the notation Wi — Wi,
m. Exact Differentials.
Recall that the total, complete, or exact differential of a
given function z — f ( x , y ) is denned by
dz =
,,

dxjy

dz\,

dx +

olj/x

dy
"

(A-56)

M =

dz\t

dx/y

dyjx

noting that M and N are functions of x and y. Since 2 has continuous derivatives,
the equality of the second cross partials becomes a necessary condition for exactness,
dM\ ^ d*z _ uAA
dy )x ~ dy dx ^ dx dy ™ dx )y

^

Conversely, given the Pfaffian expression

M dx + N hj '
it can be shown that a sufficient condition for exactness is
dM\-12
Equation (A-12) is called the test of exactness.
Even though (a) is inexact, an infinity of integrating factors can be found for a
Pfaffian equation in two variables. Since
M dx + N dy - 0
(6)
dy _ M
M
dx ~ ~W
(C)
The quantity M /N is a known function of x and y; hence, (b) defines a direction for
every point in the xy plane. Curves which fulfill this requirement evidently belong
to the one-parameter family,

P(x,y) = C

(d)

with a unique value of C for each curve. This is apparent from the exact differential,
dP , . dP .
.
-dx+- , = 0
(e)
dy _
dP/dx
dx ~ ~
~
Perchance, M and N will eq'.al, respectively, dP/cix and dP/dy; if not, a common
factor — an integrating factor —can always be found,
_
dx
dP/dy
N/f(x,y)
Thus, dividing (6) by /'~,y) will make (b) an nxact differential of the function P.
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Note that P can be replaced by any function of P without changing the argument,

dx +-

dp =

dy

and hence f(x,y}/f(P] is also an integrating factor.
The general solution of the Pfaffian equation in two variables is the family of nonintersecting plane curves,
.
P(x,y) = C
This is the common situation in thermodynamics which is concerned primarily with
systems of two independent variables. In the case of three (or more) independent
variables, if an integrating factor exists, the general solution is the family of nonintersecting surfaces,
P(x,y,z) - C
This family of surfaces is also encountered in thermodynamics which is not restricted
to a limited number of independent variables (and so integrating factors
exist .or the Pfaffian). In ',T"iierul, however, the Tfaman in three or more variables
may not have integrating factors. A Pfaffian, such as
Mdx+Ndy

+Qdz

is exact when

dM\ dN\ 2M\ )x,z

dx )y,z

dZ )x,y

ty/*,*

dxjy,z

This conclusion follows from the total differential,
. dw\ =- •— }

rtw\ dw\
dx/y,z

dy/x,z

dx + — )

dy + — }

dz

dz/x,y

When an integrating factor exists, it can be shown that the following equation must
be satisfied:
U

\

-

+N

dz J

\

dx/

-

+Q

\dx

-

=o

dy J

(A-14)

As before, if one integrating factor can be found, an infinity of other factors are
available, although this point will rarely arise in the study of thermodynamics.
n. Stokes' Derivative. C< raider the velocity as ;i function of two independent variables —a space (L) and a time (r) coordinate,
V = V(L,r)

(a)

With the above fun^ ion, the velocity of n lowing stream can bo determined at any
position L at time T. Since L is an independent variable, values of L can be selected
at will. Select values to represent the positions L0 of an observer, at various times T,
who travels along the path of the stream. Then,
L0 = L0(r)

V0 - V0(r) = ^

and

(b)

The time rate of change of the absolute velocity V of the flow stream at the position
of the observer is found from (a) by the same procedures that led to Eqs. (A-6),
_ dV(L,r) dLo
dr

dL

dr "'

6T ' V) _
Or

dV(L,r)
V°°

dL

OV(L,r)
'' ''

dr

(C
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Now, if the observer travels with the same velocity as that of the stream, then V0
and V become identical. For this particular choice of LO(T), (c) becomes
dV0(r}-\ dV(L,r\
dr JforLo(r)

dL

following
a particle

'

dr

k

which gives the rate of change oi velocity for a fluid pr..-tide of the flow stream.
avoid the clumsy nomenclature of (d), Stokes proposed uie notation

TT=^
Dr
dL V + a-f
or

'

To

<A-16>

The new symbol DV/Dr \vill be called the Stokcc ame derivative. Eqi; aon (A-15) is
interpreted as follows:
1. The time derivative DV/Dr is the acceleration of a particle of the flow stream
[that is, DV/Dr agrees with dV^/dr for the function of (6) when Fo is the velocity of a*
fluid particle].
2. The time derivative DV/Dr also equals
F^+^I

dL ^ dr

when evaluated for the function of (a).
Or, more expressive of the various steps in the derivation,
DVo(r} _ dV(L,r)
~Dr
dL

V°(T) H

dV(L,r)
~~dr~

